


































































　Oxford Dictionary of Englishは「説得する」(persuade)
の定義の一つ目として、「[with obj. and infi nitive] 
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Notes on Jane Austen’s Persuasion (1818): The Ultimate Act of Persuasion
<Abstract>
 Persuasion (1818) is Jane Austen’s last complete novel. Its protagonist, Anne Elliot is generally 
thought to be a character who does not learn to alter very much in contrast to the other protagonists of 
Austen’s novels. In opposition to this view, this paper will demonstrate Anne’s self-growth. As the story 
progresses, Anne realizes that she was right in taking Lady Russell’s advice on canceling her engagement 
with Captain Wentworth. In fact, this realization gives the novel its title. This paper will explore the 
processes of understanding past and present situations of Anne and Captain Wentworth respectively. In 
short, the ultimate persuasion for Anne is to believe the correctness of her past action. As for Captain 
Wentworth, it is to understand the real character of Anne.
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